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Dependence of real part of 
surface impedance of silver on 
the wavelength. Abscissa -
cR/rr = 4n/(n2 + K 2), where 
n - iK is the complex index of 
refraction of the metal. 

of the internal photoeffect, w the frequency of the 
light, and v0 the frequency of the collisions be
tween the electrons and the lattice. Therefore, 
making the important assumption that the Fermi 
surface is isotropic, we can determine the concen
tration of the conduction electrons M and the 
electron velocity v on the Fermi surface by using 
the expressions obtained for a clearly pronounced 
anamolous skin effect.1 Here the reflection of the 
electrons from the surface of the metal is assumed 
to be diffuse. We have already determined N 
earlier, using our measurement data, (for silver 
N = 5.2 x 1022 em - 3 ); allowance for the term due 
to the interelectron collisions makes it possible 
to employ the quantity R 0 for the determination 
of v. We obtained v = 2.4 x 108 cm/sec for silver. 

Measurements of the optical constants of tin 
and lead in the spectral region 1 - 6 J.1. has shown 
that the contribution of the interelectron collisions 
to the real part of the surface impedance is sub
stantial for these metals, too. However, the proc
essing of the results obtained for these metals is 
made complicated by the circumstance that the 
inequality w2 » v~ is not satisfied in the above 
spectral region, by virtue of which it is impossible 
to employ the expressions obtained for the sharply
pronounced anomalous skin effect. Considerably 
less reliable are the calculations of the surface 
impedance or optical constants of the metal in the 
region where w ,.. v0• We used the expressions for 
the real and imaginary parts of the surface imped
ance, obtained for this region by Dingle.5 Assuming 
that in this region the interelectron collisions lead 
to the appearance of a term B/A2 in the expres
sion for R, we can determine for these metals 
not only N, but also v. Such a treatment yielded 
the following microscopic parameters: for tin, 
N = 4.2 x 1022 cm-3 and v = 2.6 x 108 cm/sec 
(this value was obtained for cR0/7r = 2.9 x 10-2 

and cBhr = 24 x 10-2 JJ.2 ); for lead, N = 3.8 x 
1022 em - 3 and v = 4.0 x 108 em/sec (this value 
was obtained for cR0/7r = 5.1.x 10-2 and cB/1r = 
11.2 X 10-2 J.1,2 ). 

In Ref. 4 we determined the upper limit of N 

for these metals, using a limiting formula which, 
as is clear from what has been said above, is not 
valid. Therefore, the estimate obtained there for 
the upper limit is too rough and is improved here. 
However, even these data should be considered as 
approximate, for we used in the calculation theoret
ical formulas which cannot be considered very re
liable. To obtain more reliable values of these 
microscopic parameters it is necessary to meas
ure the optical constants of Sn and Pb at low 
temperatures, at which v0 become substantially 
smaller. 

In conclusion I express my gratitude to V. L. 
Ginzburg for discussing the results of this work. 
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AS was shown in Ref. 1, the angular distribution 
of neutrons produced upon capture of polarized J.1.

mesons by free protons is of the form 1 + a cos (}. 
In this work we have calculated the coefficient a 
for the case of absorption of J.l.- mesons by pro
tons bound in the nuclei, for the scalar ( s ), vec
tor ( v), tensor ( t) and pseudo -vector (a) 
versions of the four-fermion interaction of J.1. 

mesons with nucleons. The shell model is used 
and the recoil of the nucleus is neglected. Since 
the nucleons in the nucleus acquire energies on the 
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order of several Mev by capture of a J.L- meson, 
the calculation is made in the nonrelativistic ap
proximation with respect to the nucleons. The 
interaction of the emitted neutron with the nucleus 
was taken into account with the aid of a complex 
potential, which made it possible to take into ac
count a definite neutron-absorption probability in 
the nucleus. It must be noted here that our value 
of a may be too low, owing to the superposition 
of an isotropic background of neutrons from the 
decay of the compound nucleus, formed as are
sult of absorption of the neutron, on the anisotropic 
angular distribution of the neutrons emitted from 
the nucleus directly after the J.L- capture. This 
effect calls for an additional evaluation. 

The wave function of the proton was taken in 
the form 

~P = R.nil (r) D./liz (r I r), j = l + 112 , 

where n, j, and £. are the quantum numbers that 
characterize the sub shell in the nucleus, and 1tj£.jz 
is a spherical spinor.2 If the spin-orbit interac
tion of the neutron with the nucleus is neglected, 
the wave function of the neutron becomes 

00 

~Nsz = ~ iL (2L + I) aL (r) PL (kNr I kNr) Xsz (la) 
L-o 

which is asymptotically represented by a combina- .· 
tion of a plane wave with a converging one ( creaf 
tion condition3 ). If the spin-orbit interaction is 
taken into account 

~Nsz = 4-.t ~ iL an (r) (Xsz n;Llz (kN I kN)) D.wz (r I r), 
I Liz 

(lb) 

with an analogous asymptotic representation. The 
wave function of the neutrino was assumed plane, 
the dependence of the J.L- -meson wave-function co
ordinates. on the K orbit was neglected. We in
troduce the following notation 

00 

bv,n/1 (kN) = ~ a~ (r) h. (kv r) R.nfl (r) r 2 dr, 
0 

00 

bmnil (kN) = ~ a;L (r) h. (kvr) R.nfl (r) r 2 dr, 
0 

where h. is a spherical Bessel function and kv 
is the wave number of the neutrino 

'f;k = fu + f kk +2Re fw "';k = hu + hih + 2Re hik 

(i,k = s, v, t, a; foradefinitionof fik and 
hik see Ref. 1 ); 

A nil (kN) = ~ (2L + I) (2A + I) (Ci~~.o) 2 j bD.nil (kN)i2; 
Ll. 

Bniz(kN) = Re~[(2L + 1)(2L + 2)(2L + 3)(2), +I) 

X (2A + 2) (21- + 3)]'1 • X [Ci~l.o ci+loi.+Io W (L + ll II.; 

A+ IL) bLAnjl (kN) b~+l'-+Injl (kN) + Ci0+IoAo ci~HlO w (Ll I).; 

A+ IL + l)bL+II.njz(kN)b~Hlnjt{kN)]; 

C,,iz (kN) = 2} (2/ +I) (2L +I) 
JL).. 

DnJz(kN) = (21(21 +I))~ (2/ +I) 
/1.1. 

X (2/. +I) (Ci~t.o)2 j bmnJI (kN)j2 : 

(-)1 " a Enfl (kN) =- LJ (-} L''-' (2/ +I) (2/' +I) (2L +I) 
- 3 /LA!' L'i-.' 

x (2L' + 1) (2A + 1) (2),' + 1) ci~t.o ci~ot.'o ci~L'o c~~''o 
X \\7 (l'j JJ.; I-'!) W (/'s IL; L'l) W (Is Al; Lj) 

X W (l's i.'l; L'j) Re [b;nnJI (kN) bi'L'i!njl (kN)J. 

where 

Fnjl(f?N) = 4(-)1Re ~ (-)'+''iL+I.-L'-1.'(2/ +I) 
!LIJ'L'!! 

X(2/' + 1)(2L +I) x (2L' + 1)(2/. +I) 

I CJO c!o czo X (2), + I) l.oA'O LOI.O L10A10. 

x fW(ljls; s!),~(2g+ I)C;~10 C~~~0 C{~u0 W(L'sf/;l'L) 
l gf 

x X (J.D.'; LgL'; lll)X(LgL'; If/'; sis) 

+2 ~ (2g+1)(2f+I)(2p+1)(2h+I) 
!{jphr 

X Ch~Lo C~1•o11 C~~n W (l.'lpL; fh) X (lAL; jgl; sIs) 

X X(li.'L'; jfl'; sls)X(jfl';gpL' /Ls) 

X X (phi,': L'rl; g!l.)}b;l.l.nil (kN) bi'L'i.'llil (kN), 

where W are the Racah coefficients; for a defi
nition of the quantities X, see Ref. 4. 

Accurate to a C'onstant factor independent of n, 
j, and £., the probability of emission of a neutron 
with energy EN = ti 2k~/2m at a given angle (), 
upon absorption of a J.L- meson by protons in a 
closed sub shell characterized by the quantum num
bers n, j, and £., is given for the superposition 
of the s, v, t, and a versions by the following 
formulas. In case (la) 

2i+ 1 
W njl (kN: 8) = '2/ + 1 [( 'fist• + 3'fta) Anjl (kN) 

+(--7jsv+'lita)Bnjl(kN)cosEI]. (2) 
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In case (1b) 

U'l,iz(kN; 0) = (2j-+ l){[('f'sv- 'f'ta)Cnjl (kN) + 'f'ta Dnjl (kN)] 

+ ( ( -- 'tjsv -+ "f/ta) Enjz(kN) + T)ta F njl (kN)J COS 6}. (3) 

The total effect due to all closed subshells in the 
nucleus is obtained by summation of (2) and (3) 
over n, j, and £. Formulas (2) and (3) describe 
also the absorption of a p,- mesons by a single 
proton located in above the closed shells (in this 
case the factor ( 2j + 1 ) must be omitted). One 
would expect these formulas to be a good approxi
mation for the twice -magic nuclei (for example, 
20Ca40 ). The details of the calculation and numeri
cal estimates for specific nuclei will be given in a 
separate article. 

We are sincerely grateful to I. S. Shapiro for 
attention to this work and for discussion of the 
result. 
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RECENT experimental data concerning the 
f3- v correlation1 show that the positron decays 
of Ne19 and A35 may be explained as a mixture 
of A and V covariants of the ,8-interaction, 
while the electron decays of He6 and the free 
neutron are dependent on T and, evidently, S 

covariants. Analogously, associated with the posi
tron decays of Co58 , experiment gives a weak in
terference due to Fermi and Gamow-Teller inter
actions, while this interference is strong in the 
electron decays of Au198 and Sc46 • If we consider 
that all the experiments are valid, then the indi
cated facts sharply contradict existing theory. 
Indeed, if we assume that the processes n -;!:p + 
e- +I? and p-;!: n + e+ + v occur as a result of 
different interactions, this indicates a denial of 
the symmetry of particles and antiparticles in 
weak interactions. In addition, antiparticles no 
longer bear an exact resemblance to the particles 
with opposite charge. For example, their masses 
may differ by the order of magnitude of g2, the 
square of the weak-interaction constant. 

The self-adjoint relativistic invariant Hamil
tonian for f3 decay, in which e-, e +, v, and v' 
enter asymmetrically, may be written in the form 

s 

H = ~ ('I" pOi'I''n) (<D;y40z(gz + g;y6) <D~ 

i-1 

In addition, in the case of the neutrino field, 
<l>v ( x) and <I>~ ( x) are respectively the positive 
and negative frequency components of ~ v ( x), so 
that 

<Dv = - i ~ s+ (x- x') Y4!fv (x') d3x', (2) 

<D; = -i ~ s- (x- x') Y4!fv (x') d3x' (x0 = Xo') 

and analogously for electrons. 
In(1), gi, gi and p,f, JJ.i* referto ,B-.and 

,B+ decays (the experiments may be satisfied, 
letting gr, gs ( gv?) and J.I.A• JJ.y be unequal to 
zero), fi, fi * describe K capture, and Xf, Xi* 
describe the absorption of an antineutrino by a 
proton. It is easily seen that upon reflection of 
the spati-al coordinates ( P) the Hamiltonian pre
serves its form if the unprimed constants remain 
unchanged while the primed ones change sign; with 
reversal of time ( T) it is necessary to substitute' 
for every constant its complex conjugate; with 
h . t' (c) - * ' - '* c arge conJuga Ion , gi- J.l.i , gi - - J.l.i • 

fi ~ Xf, fi ~-Xi*. From this it is evident that 
the Hamiltonian (1) is invariant under PTC only 
when gi = J.l.i• gi = JJ.i,=fi = \. fi =Xi. We obtain 


